
The Jobson 
Optical Research 
Group Is The 
Leader In Optical 
Industry Research.

Through trusted relationships with 
ECPs, vendors, and retailers…we 

achieve full industry engagement 
and coverage. With a large database 
of over 100,000 contacts, we 
produce valuable and timely results. 
Data is collected and analyzed by our 
expert team with a quick turnaround. 
We consult with our clients along 
every step of the way and deliver 
important, actionable information.

First To Develop And 
Share Our Weekly Retail 
Sales Tracker

• Began April 6, with back data 
through January 2020

• Reported weekly every Tuesday 
with real-time numbers

• National, Regional & Individual Product

• Began March 13
• 16 Waves and continuing
• Questionnaire evolving as times 

quickly change to adapt to the needs 
of the industry

First To Survey ECPs 
About Coronavirus

In times of crisis...
Jobson Research
is at the forefront
providing the industry 
with information they need.

IMAGE CREDIT: (COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT) HILCO VISION AND CROAKIES, COTI VISION, JIMMY CHOO BY SAFILO, MARCOLIN EYEWEAR

GWENDOLYN PLUMMER / ASSOCIATE EDITOR

WHO: For busy, on-the-go eyewear lovers who love to be trendy, eye-catching and 
practical.

WHAT: No longer just associated with librarians and grandparents, eyewear with 
chains—attached or removable—is stepping forward as a trend both practical and 
fashionable.

WEAR: (Counterclockwise from top right): From Hilco Vision, Croakies’ Fashion collec-
tion shows off the trend in a subtle, sophisticated way with this tiered, draped chain. 
Coti Vision’s chunky, statement-making chains, paired here with Safarro frames, are 
a bold, exciting take on the trend that creates an intentional, eye-catching look. 
From Safilo, Jimmy Choo Shine/S (which won this year’s Accessories Council Design 
Excellence Awards for fashion sunglasses) is a detailed, elegant design with stones 
and gems that elevate the chain from something simply practical to a work of art. 
Finally, from Marcolin, Guess’ GU2783 offers a different take on the chain—one that 
is purely decorative and equally as stunning, with a layered, shimmering look that 
brings motion and elegance to a beloved eyewear shape.

WHY: Eyewear retainers are practical—but with the rise of mask chains in the 
high-fashion space, they’re becoming trendy, too. A perfect eyewear retainer turns a 
frame into a piece of precious jewelry, elevating an already stunning pair of frames.

gplummer@jobson.com


